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In selecting materials for study in the schools, children's
interest furnish one of the best criterion for this important selection.
This is evident since interest is a creator of attention and concentra-
tion, both of which are requisites of successful study.
Numerous studies have been carried on in a highly scientific
manner to determine the relative values of the methods of study to be
employed in learning situations. Three major methods have been utilized
in courses of study in our school rooms today, namely, individual
instruction, group method, and the class plan.
Several plans for individualized study have been formulated and
widely publicized, and have not been adopted by many teachers.
Advocates of a group-study plan stand by ready to prove the values
of their mode of presenting learning, which has been found very valuable
in its adaptability in modern programs.
The "traditional type" teaching adheres to its doctrine or pre-
senting material to the whole class as a unit, with no limitation of
curriculum to recognize individual needs. This "blanket assignment" is
an easy way to present material.
This study has as its ultimate goal the determining of the relative
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•^By what method does the child like best to learn?”
This choice will indicate the type of procedure in which his atten-
tion will be high, since attention accompanies interest.
His interest, in the procedure used in his learning, is to be






Three of these assignments are to be found in all types of teaching,
traditional or modern; namely, the writing assignment, the reading
assignment, and the talking assignment.
Constructing activities and excursions may have been neglected in
the more traditional situations, but these activities, because of their
proved worth in education, were included.
Since attention is a companion to interest, appeal of a procedure
to a child is important.
The major purpose of the study may then be stated as: ”to determine
the relative appeal of three teaching procedures, the individual assign-
ment, the group plan, and the class plan, to sixth grade children”.
These three plans are to be judged by the pupil in their use in
five main assignment activities.
This study is justified, the investigator feels, by the fact that
in the fair consideration of a method or methods to be used in teaching
children, the interest of the child for that procedure should be
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expressed. The child, as the "learner”, must be considered in the
judging of value of a method, as well as the "teacher".
It is hoped, therefore, that the child's selection of method, as
evidenced by this study, may prove of value in being one more criterion
to be used in the selection and variation of modern methods.
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To b© considered with the major problem are the following subor-
dinate problems:
1. Does intelligence influence the type of procedure preferred?
2, How do children from the suburban school compare with those
from urban situations?
3* How do the choices of procedure vary in each of the five
assignments?
4. Is there a marked difference in methods preferred?
5. What are the sex differences in choices?
6. Is there a difference in choice when the child has never
experienced this type of learning?
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SUMMARY CF PREVIOUS RESEARCH

PREVIOUS RESEARCH:
••Interest is a process that is characterized by concentration or
absorption for a period of short or long duration", to quote the words
1
of Bode, Carrying on his discussion of this vital topic, he explains
that with the growth forthcoming from experience, there follows a greater
range of inclusiveness of purpose, and still the essential character of
the activity remains unchanged.
Whether the purpose for doing the activity be narrow or wide in its
scope, the given purpose embodies the whole self of the moment. The
individual is completely identified with the activity going on, and this
activity is interesting to the individual because it furnishes the oppor-
tunity for expression, or for the development of impulses and tendencies
2
of the individual.
The spotlight of educational investigation has been turned on this
vital subject of interest during the past ten or fifteen years. This is
evidenced by the niomber of investigations and studies carried on by
educators in an attempt to determine what children's interest are in the
selection of types of books, and elements of interest to the child,
••Attention cannot be secvired and held, unless the object attended to
3
possesses either an immediate or a derived interest of some sort,'^
Attention of the child is a prime factor in every learning situation and
1





Stephen Sheldon Colvin, The Learning Process, p. 280
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for all practical purposes attention and interest go hand in hand.
Therefore, for all successful learning, interest must be present,
Jordan devoted an entire book to the treatment of the problem of
children's interests, stating that "if we could determine the child's
major interests, be these interests good or bad, it would be possible to
2
direct these forces along lines which are desirable". For many years
now, the abiding interest of the classroom pupil has been one of the
criteria for the planning of good instruction within that classroom.
Further need of the discovery of the children's interest is realized
in the recognized fact that that work which is pleasing to the child is
3
much less fatiguing, thus making interest the core of attention.
Stroh believes that children's own interests furnish one of the most
important single guides to the selection of reading materials for the
schools,^
Homer Reed made a study of lists of voluntary readings showing that
about ninety per cent of them are fiction or imaginative compositions of
some kind. He reported that informational material has small attractions.




Op, cit. p. 283
2




M. M. Stroh, "Literature for Grades VII to DC", Contributions to
Education, Number 232. n. 61.
5
Homer B. Reed. Psycholoev of Elementary School Subjects, n. 124.
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In accordance with other studies, Witty and Lehman foiind that girls
are more interested in stories which concern home, school, and children
1
than are boys.
Boys and girls often like books at the same age in spite of con-
siderable differences in reading ability, is a conclusion offered by
2
Washburne and Vogel in one of their studies.
By means of the questionnaire ballot, presented to a group of
approximately fo\ir thousand children, Lancaster reported that the most
rapid readers and the slowest readers apparently select the same type of
3
reading materials.
One of the features of a study conducted by Lazar was the investi-
gating of preference of reading to other school subjects. Two Thousand
children of Grade Two were used in the study, and the results showed
that reading as an isolated subject was not selected by a large
4
percentage of any of the three ability groups,
Jordan discovered the interests of boys from ten and a half years
to thirteen and a half years take three definite paths: (1) war and
scouting; (2) school and sports; (3) adventure of a more peaceful sort,
which is best exemplified by books such as Boy Scouts Series, A boy
1
Paul Witty and Lehman, "A Study of the Reading Interests of Gifted
Children”, Pedagogical Seminary and Journal of Genetic Psychology , XL,
pp, 42-85,
2
C, Washburne and Vogel, Wlnnetka Graded Book List
, p, 85.
3
Thomas J. Lancaster, "A Study of the Voluntary Reading of Pupils in
Grades IV to VIII. Elementary School Journal
, p, 527.
4
May Lazar. Reading Interests, Activities and Opportmaities of
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prefers living characters in the books. Between these ages, the sex
1
differences in interest in reading is most marked.
Marked preferences in the different kinds of reading materials are
shown by the d\iU, average and bright children, as Huber reported.
Preferences were readily expressed, evidencing the ability of the child
2
to discriminate clearly,
Dunn, working in the field of qualities of reading, found that sur-
prise, plot, narrativeness, animalness, conversation and familiarity are
3
elements which appeal to children.
Zellar reported action and humor as being elements producing high
4
interest, while Terman and Lima in their study found that action in
5
adventure was an important factor in selection of books.
The emphasis of the doctrine of interest in education during the
last few decades has produced revolution in the methods of teaching.
Discovering the interests of the child has made changes which have been
1
Arthur M, Jordan, Op, cit. p, 280
2
Miriam 3. Huber, ‘'Influence of Intelligence Upon Children's
Reading Interests", C ontributions to Education (1928) p. 33.
3
Fannie W, Dunn, Interest Factors in Primary Reading Material, p, 76
4
Dale Zellar, The Relative Importance of Factors of Interest in
Reading Materials, p, 55.
5
L. Terman and M, Lima, Children's Reading, pp. 36-38.
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wholesomely corrective to the dry-as-dust methods of the past.
Colvin emphasizes the fact that ’’Interest is not incompatible with
serious work or with determining the expenditure of energy in overcoming
2
obstacles and arriving at ultimate results,"
In the Fourth Annual Research Bulletin, Durrell expresses the view
that generalizing on the point of children's interest in the primary
grades is indeed difficult. This is due to the fact that the signifi-
cant elements in stories are very hard to isolate. This, then, would
necessitate evaluation of the stories separately since no single element
3
is any assurance that that story will be liked by the children.
However, with all the investigations reported on in recent years,
concerning the tastes and interests of children, their findings cannot
be accepted at face value. Betzner and Lyman in their report in the
Thirty-Sixth Yearbook, make the statement that these various studies
"have disclosed only broad, average trends in the preference of somewhat
narrowly selected groups," Moreover, these investigations have been
mainly concerned with the compiling of children's choices under
"different conditions, but seldom under conditions of adequate exposure
1
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to a wide variety of reading materials'*.
Agreement exists among educators that the most important outcome to
be derived from all the instruction of reading in the schools, is "the
2
intensity and extent of reading interests of the child”.
This interest which experiences a steady and rapid increase during
the periods of study in elementary school, reaches its peak during these
early years, and decreases during the high school period, according to
3
Sister Kramer.
Her report also reveals that "both the kind and the amount of
reading done are influenced by factors of intelligence and environ-
4
ment".
In many of the investigations carried on, the low level of reading
interests is the outstanding conclusion.
These combined facts would justify any further study in the field of
1
J. Betzner and R, L. Lyman, The Thirty-Sixth Yearbook of the
National Society for the Study of Education
.
"The Development of
Reading Interests and Taste." Part I, The Teaching of Reading. (1937)
pp, 188-139.
’ 2
Donald Durrell. Individual Differences and Their Implications with
Respect to Instructions in Reading . Chapter XI ff.
3
Sister M. Immaculata Kramer, "Reading Preferences of Elementary
and High School Pupils," Catholic Education Review
.
Yol. XXVII,
(May, 1939), pp. 310-325.
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interest, '•A great deal of research in the methods to be employed in
1
exposing children to literature is greatly needed,"
The low level of the reading interests discovered by investigation
may be due to methods of teaching which are in reality harmful pro-
cedures, Especially notable as a subject requiring such research, is
the teaching of literatxjre, McKee believes that research as above
suggested must "use as its fundamental measuring stick the quality of
the reading interests that children acquire, rather than the knowledge
2
of how good literature is made".
Methods for teaching, too, then should be investigated, ' Some work
has been done in this field with investigations having been carried on
to prove efficiency of the various study methods,
Zirbes ' study in the field of reading was formulated "to determine
the merits of a program of extensive individual reading, as compared to
classroom instruction". Children from second grade were paired for the
study, and the conclusion given that the prograrae of extensive reading
was superior for children who were reading at a rate of more than sixty
words per minute. Class instruction proved to be better for children
3
who were reading below this rate.
1
Paul McKee, "Problems of Reasearch: An Evaluation", Research
Problems in Reading in the Elementary Schools




Laura Zirbes, Comparative Studies of Current Practices in Reading .
p. 68.
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Having carried on a highly comprehensive study involving five
hundred pupils in each grade. Field finds that no significant
differences exist between these two types of instruction for groups of
1
high, average, or low intelligence in grades two to four.
The group method is advocated by Brumbaugh, when her belief that
the needs of the individual are more readily recognized and provided for
by assembling groups is expressed. Through this grouping, the pupils
become more interested, and grow in their ability to co-operate and
increase social behavior.
The friendly atmosphere in a group received ready response from
2
boys and girls.
Professional thought in its continuous probing of methods has
deepened its reaction against the blight of uniformity in teaching
procedure,^
Assisting greatly the many factors that were breaking up the
uniform methods of the traditional school was the child study movement.
This study turned the attention away from certain ready made responses
as to what the htiman mind is to study of the children themselves.





Florence N. Brumbaugh, "Group Instruction", Grade Teacher
.
(January, 1943), pp. 59-60,
3
Edward L. Thorndike, Individuality
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nContinuous observation under varying types of conditions stimulated the
1
rising belief that ''childhood has infinite variety”.
Ever growing is the demand for administrative and instructional
means which will produce an even higher increase in the regard of the
individual, for now the fact is well accepted that we "differ in
2
quality and quantity of traits".
Even the most conservative members of educational leaders are
convinced that the "lesson hearing school does not meet the needs of
3
twentieth century civilization",
Mr, r«Jaguire is an enthusiastic exponent of the new type school, in
which the power of the pupil has right of way over teacher talk. Occu-
pying the foremost part is "pupil learning"
.
which he contrasts with
4
the old plan of "teacher teaching".
Uhl states it in this manner, "Economical teaching always takes
into account the inclination of the learner",^
The movement initiated during the 1920 ’s and '30 's for individual
instruction in the classroom assumed importance in education circles
during that era,









W, H, Uhl, The Material of Reading
, p, 36
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During this time the Twenty-Fourth Yearbook devoted its entire
publication to the consideration of various plans and programs for
1
Individual instruction,
Washburne contributed certain specific techniques and devices for
the teaching of school subjects individually to the pupils within a
2
school group.
With this plan in mind, improvements were made evolving into the
famous Winnetka Plan,
Following this plan at about the same time, came another plan of
individual instruction devised by Helen Farkhurst and labelled, •‘Dalton
Labor Plan",
During the 1930 's a decline in this plan of study was evident
3
which Washburne claims was the result of "inertia in tradition".
Inertia brings about an overconcern for subject matter and results
in a teacher training program which is inadequate for the preparation
4
of texts and tests, designed for individual work.
1
Guy M, Whippen, Twenty-Fourth Yearbook of the National Society for
the Study of Education, p. 96,
2
Carleton Washburne, Adjusting School to the Child
, p, 70,
3
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In the Group-Study Plan, as advocated by Maguire, each pupil works
forward in a stimulating and challenging environment. Pupil-teacher
partnerships are formed, and units of work are set out to be followed.
Gains in self-direction are automatic, and follow as natural products
of such grouping,^
The advocates of the various procedures are loud in the praises of
their doctrines, and all can claim advantages.
Since investigations and previous research point out that interest
of the child must be considered in evaluating, then the investigator
feels that a study of children's interest in methods will prove of value
and has for investigation the individual study, and the class as a whole
study.
1
Edward R. Maguire, Cp. cit. p. 36
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The interest questionnaire used by the investigator was designed for
the purpose of evaluating the relative degree of children’s interest in
three types of learning situations used throughout the school systems of
today. The three methods of teaching under investigation were: (1) the
Group Method, in which the teaching procedure is carried on in homogeneous
groups of four or five pupilsj (2) the Individual Assignment, by which
method the child works alone to complete his study of a topic; and (3) the
Class Method, by which the entire class works as a unit on the same topic.
The traditional type procedure is still being used in modern education
for the teaching of certain assignments in the curriculum. The increased
skill in diagnosis acheived by modern educators has created an awareness of
the vast extent of individual differences present in every classroom.
Educators now realise how widely each child differs in relation to maturity,
skill, and intelligence. Programs of study have been developed which have
endeavored to adapt the instruction of the classroom to meet the individual
needs of the pupil. This "traditional type" teaching fails to recognize
the individual in the group, and presents the one assignment to the class,
as a unit. In this type of school, program interests and abilities of the
child are not recognized.
By the word "assignment" is meant not merely the giving out of a
lesson. It has a further meaning, which Bagley aptly describes in his
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definition, as ’’anything that is said or done (1) to check study (2) or
1
to make study possible, is an assignment activity”.
With the increased diagnosis of the pupil, the group plan was
advanced, as being aprocedure better suited to handling needs of a
homogeneous group. Fleming asserts that ”0ne of the fundamental needs
of human beings is the security which may be gained by his acceptance by
2
a group of individuals and by admired groups”.
The group method has been found to be very effective in the presen-
tation of all learning activities, and has been studied by many
educators, including such well known men as Thorndike, Maguire, Bagley,
and many others.
With many enthusiastic supporters, led by the Winnetka Plan and the
Dalton Plan of study, the individual assignment was brought to the fore
of the education field. This further individiializing of the curriculum
utilized the diagnosis of individiial needs and presented a curriculum
designed to fit these particular needs.
The methods of presenting learning has been discussed constantly.
In his Problems of Research
.
McKee states that much research is still
needed on the methods which are to be employed in the exposing of
3
children to literature. Since the results of several surveys already
made have evidenced a low level of reading interests, he feels that
1
D, Bagley, Classroom Management
, p, 102,
2
C, Fleming, The Social Psychology of Education, p, 73.
Paul McKee, ’’Problems of Research, An Evaluation”. Fourth Ann^l
Research Bulletin of National Conference on Research in English (1936) p.
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this low level may be due to the methods by which this material is
presented to the learner.
Having selected these three teaching procedures, the types of assign|f
ments in which the pupil encounters these procedures, were then to be
selected,
Dewey reveals that more than one hundred fifty different activities
may be presented following reading of material, such as, read to write
an outline, make a drawing, color a picture, make a stage unit, con-
struct an object, etc,^ He then grouped under five main topics these






These activities are based on the philosophy of education which
2
stimulates and fosters the growth of interest.
Using these five main topics for assignments as a guide, the inves-
tigator studied the lesson plan books from eight teachers of Grade Six,
A list was compiled of typical assignments in order to determine the catajj-
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assignments were selected by the investigator:
1) Writing Activities
This would include the writing of stories, logs, letters,
diaries, and reports.
2) Talking Activities
This group would be inclusive of dramatisations, story
telling, oral reports, round table discussions, and debates.
V.
3) Constructing Activities
Into this category would fall the art work such as
posters, murals, drawings? the setting up of exhibits, the building of
models.
4) Excursions
This may be called an "exploratory group", as it
includes the taking of a trip or tour to investigate a problem.
5) Reading Activities
All assignments which involve reading are considered in
this category.
It was clearly evident that these five assignment activities were
being utilized by sixth grade teachers. It was also noted that the three
methods of presentation, the group plan, the class method, and individual
instruction, were all being employed by these eight teachers.
Three of the eight teachers had taken no excursion of any type, while
three had taken the class in a body. Two had taken small groups on tours.
Five of the eight teachers taught reading in groups while three conducted
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The variety of methods used by eight teachers in the same system
further stimulated the desire to discover the child’s interest in the
methods to which they are subjected.
In creating the assignments to be judged by the child, five ques-
tions were written for each of the activities selected, each question
based on a subject which would interest the sixth grade child,
Thorndike, in his investigation, placed Sports and Hobbies high on
1
his list. Therefore, assignments concerning baseball, a visit to the
Sportsman's Show, Aviation Club, types of ships, nature study, and heroes
of today were written into the questionnaire,
2
Aviation was also in the list compiled by A, M, Jordan,
Dunn reports that the interest of primary grade children in annimals
is high; upon this report, an assignment involving the reading about




An element arousing interest is "familiar experience", according to
4
Dunn's investigation. Assignments were written to include a visit to a
store, the State House, the writing of a letter for Junior Red Cross, a
talk with the Safety policy officer, and ways of delivering messages,
which could be listed as containing a familiar element for the child,
Robert Thorndike, Children's Reading Interests
, p. 9°.
2
A, M, Jordan, Children's Interest in Reading
, p. 18,
3
Fannie W, Dunn, Interest Factors in Primary Reading Material
, p, 128
^Ibid, p, 130
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Units of work for Grade Six indicated that South America, Colonial
History, Ancient History, Minerals, Design, and Development of Transporta-
tion were studied, and these topics were used in formulating assignments.
Since the investigator felt that it was necessary that each assign-
ment be vivid and real to the child, used topics which conformed to the
interest of the child.
The following chart illustrates the set up of the questionnaire used.
Types of Questions
Assignments
1 6 11 16 21
Writing






2 7 12 17 22











4 9 14 19 24







5 10 15 20 25








In order to eliminate the possibility of the child’s feeling a
monotony of repetition, the methods, among which they were to select the
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one they liked best, were alternated to make a pattern such as follows:
Question I - 1) Group Assignment
2) Class Assignment
3) Individual Assignment
Question II - l) Whole Class Assignment
2) Individual Assignment
3) Ciroup Assignment




This pattern of alternation was carried throughout the twenty five
questions, so that there was a constant rotation of the three methods*
The first test devised was presented to two sixth grade groups,
containing a total of sixty-three children, for purposes of determining
the difficulty of the material, the interest of the children, and their
reaction to the questionnaire as a whole,^ Upoq completion of the ques-
tionnaire, a discussion period was carried on, in an attempt to gain the
frank opinion of the child concerning their interest in the material.
The questionnaire was presented by the investigator, and discussed period
conducted by the same.
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In response to the question, ”Is there any other place you may like
to visit which is not listed?” the response indicated that they would like
to visit ”any place” or ”all places we study”.
The question was raised by one group, ”Could we really do some of
these things, like making a booklet for sick people?” This type of
question indicated that the children were interested in the assignments.
The suggestion of the children that in Question Five, "homes would
not be as good to make an exhibit about as ships”, was adopted and the
assignment revised to the exhibiting of ships,
^
Following these discussions, the eighth question was rewritten from
the building of a dam, after their comment: ”It's too hard to build a
model of a dam, and not even groups could do it,” The making of a s€uid
2
table for study of Egypt was substituted.
Question Eleven was changed from sending a letter to another Junior
Red Cross Member, to having the letter sent to a child in another land,
3
who belonged to Red Cross.
The definite topic of South American products was added to Question
Three as the children expressed the desire to do an exhibit on one thing
4
in South America, such as products, or animals.
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then ready for administering as Exhibit B,





In reading a story about ^Baseball, the National Sport, •* would you
like best tot
( ) 1 Have the class divided into groups, and each group select
one of these topics to write an article for the Sports
Page of the School News.
a Neunes in Baseball News
b ’/Thy the U. S. A. Loves Baseball
c Interesting Notes on Baseball
d Sand-lot Baseball
4 Story of Baseball
( ) 2 Have each pupil write a story on **Baseball Today” for the
Sports Page of the School News?
( ) 3 Have each pupil write an account of a different player in
Baseball for the Sports Page of the School News
II If your class had an Aviation Club, would you like best tot
( ) 1 Have the whole class discuss together ”Air Travel,”
Imagining you are members of a ground school class in
the Air Corps
( ) 2 Have each pupil imagine he is a pilot of a different
type plane, and give a brief talk on ”Air Travel in My
Plane”
( ) 3 Have groups of pupils imagine they are air crews, and








Adventures of a Fighter Plane
The Super Fortress
Planes of Tomorrow
III While studying the products of South America in your class, which
would you like best to do?
( ) 1 Plave each pupil choose one product from the class list,
as. Coffee, Rubber, Cacao, and be responsible for that
product in making an exhibit.
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( ) 3 Have the whole class take the same list of products and
bring in what they can.
The Sixth Grade is studying the Sports of New England, and are
planning to attend the Sportsman* s Show. Would you like best tot
( ) 1 Have the class divide into groups, which will visit the
exhibits. Each group will have two exhibits to study
carefully.
( ) 2 Have the whole class stay together to visit the exhibits.
( ) 3 Have each person visit the exhibits, each child with a
different sport to investigate at the show.
... . \ - v
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Population ; The questionnaire for determining children's preferences
for the three types of learning situations, was given by the classroom
teacher to three hundred ninety sixth grade pupils of two cities in FJlassa-
chusetts. Two hundred forty of the children in the experiment were from
1
a city in which the Kuhlinann-Anderson Mental Test had been given the
preceding year. One hundred fifty of the children had not been given a
test of intelligence since the first grades, so that no mental ages were
used for this group.
The range of I.Q,s from the group of two hundred forty was from
eighty-two to one hundred thirty-two.
The suburban school was represented ' by seventy-five pupils, and
compared with a group of seventy-five from a school located in the urban
area.
All scoring was done by the investigator after questionnaires were
collected from the teachers.
Since each child had five choices for each assignment, nineteen
hundred fifty selections were tabulated for each assignment activity.
1
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Method of Admin laterine; : This revised questionnaire, presented to
sixth grade pupils, gave specific directions to the teacher for adminis-
tering, The teacher was instructed to have the child mark, with a number
one, the assignment he liked bestj a number two by the assignment he liked
second best; and a number three beside the assignment he liked least of
all. There was no time limit placed on the completion of the questionnaire
with emphasis placed on careful reading of the three assignments before
making the selection. The child was encouraged to ask any questions on
words unfamiliar to him.
To determine the type of learning situation that the child has been
experiencing, a check sheet was inserted for the teacher. The teacher was
asked to check the method she generally uses in teaching each of the five
assignments, A sample "Teachers Check Sheet" is contained in the Appendix,
Exhibit G,
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The dominating feature of the final tabulation of the interest
questionnaire proved to be the choice of individual assignment
activities as the most popular type of learning procedure, and the
evident disapproval of class-type methods.
In summarizing the selections of two hundred girls, recording
one thousand choices on each of five assignment activities, it is
found that individual assignments have been selected by the girls as
first choice, in the carrying out of writing assignments, talking
assignments, and reading assignments.
In the assignments for construction work and excursions, the
girls chose group work as first choice with the individual procedure
being selected as second choice.
For all five assignments, the class as a whole plan was the
third choice, in the opinion of the girls.
The girls chose individual assignment as first choice and group
work as second choice in writing and talking assignments, although
thirty teachers from a group of thirty-foiar checked the method used
in the teaching of these two subjects as being the class plan.
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Group teaching was checked by twenty teachers in the reading
assignment, while six checked whole class plan. Eight teachers
checked group and individual assignments, both as being used in daily
teaching.
However, individiial assignments were first choice in twelve
hundred assignments while only twenty assignments were checked as
first choice for the class plan, although the evidence is the larger
per cent of the group have not experienced the individual assignment.
Chart #1 illustrates the first choices of girls for each of the
three assignments.
In construction work, which really demands co-operation for
success, the group plan was in favor with fifty-one per cent of the
choices for group work. It is interesting to note that individiaal
work was second in choice with a total of six hundred eighty first
choices, or thirty-four per cent, in comparison with the class plan
as third choice of only three hundred or fifteen per cent of the
total selection.
The individual personality of the child seems to have been
registered in the selecting of group plan as the favorite plan of
conducting exploratory activities. Thirteen girls had selected group
work for every excursion activity. Five had selected individual assign
ment, choosing to go alone for every choice. One of these five girls
had the highest I. Q. in the group, one hundred thirty-two. Two
chose the whole class plan at every choice. Both of these girls had
normal intelligence, scoring one himdred two and ninety-nine on the
aierfoae^t .nalq srejEj^o eLotlm xJc dlitiw
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CHART #1
This graph pictiires the first choices of two hundred girls for the
type of method preferred in learning five activities.
In dividual assignments were preferred by the girls in writing,
talking, and constructing activities; the group plan was first choice
for exciarsions and constructing activities.
The class method was the least popular method for all five
activities. The percentage of girls who desired each of the methods is
recorded on each of the five activities, in this order; Writing, Talking,
Constructing, Excursions, and Reading.
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The highest number of first choices for class plan was received
in the excursion group. However, the individual plan still rated
more than this by one hundred ten choices.
Chart #2 clearly indicates the appeal of individual assignments
to the girls in comparison with class work.
The boys chose individual assignments as first choice in writing
and reading, which were both selected by the girls.
In the talking assignments, the boys selected group assignments
as their first choice with individual assignment as second in favor.
The girls chose individual assignment for talking assignments, seeming
to indicate a greater desire by the girls to speak alone, than the
boys have.
In constructing activities, the boys selected group work, as
the girls did, but a greater per cent selected individual assignment
on this activity than did the girls.
Constructing Activities
Girls Individual .34 Group 51.00 Class 15.00
Boys Individual .a Group 50.36 Class 3.639
In reading the boys showed a seven per cent higher choice for
individual assignments in reading than did girls.
Chart #3 demonstrates the first choices of boys with the
individual and group assignment proving the ”best liked” by the boys
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CHART #2
This second chart records the percentage of preference by the girls
for the individual assignment, in comparison with the percentage of
preference for the class method. The assignments, involving writing,
talking and reading received the highest percentage for the individual
method. The greatest difference in preference may be noted in reading,
with sixty percent favoring individual assignment, while only one per-
cent favored the class method. The activity receiving the highest
percentage for class method, was the excursion, receiving eighteen per-
cent of choices. It is evident that girls preferred the individual
assignment over the class method.
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The third chart shows the percentage of first choices by the boys
for the three methods lander investigation, on the five activities,
recorded in this order; Writing, Talking, Constructing, Excursions,
Reading, The significant feature is, that for all activities, the
class method has the lowest percent of first choices. The boys pre-
ferred the group assignment for talking activities with fifty-nine per-
cent recording this method as first choice. The individual assignment
was the first choice for writing and reading activities. The five
activities are listed across the chart, with the method under investiga-
tion posted above. The percentage of first choices is pictured above
the method.
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Again it is evident, that although these pupils have not
experienced the individual method as an every day procedure, they
showed a preference for this type of learning.
The girls selected individual assignments for three of the
activities, and group plan for two of the activities. The boys chose
two individual assignments and three group plans for activities.
The boys and girls both chose individual assignment for reading
and writing activities.
Both boys and girls chose the group plan for constructing and
exploratory activities, the exctursions, evidencing the desire to work
together on these two assignments.
In the talking activities, girls selected individual work in
this line, while the boys showed the desire to carry on talking
activities with help from other members of the group.
Chart #4 gives a picture of the first choices of boys and girls.
The boys and girls show a decided similarity in choice, with the boys
having a stronger preference for group work, and the girls a stronger
preference for individual assignment.
By Chart #5, the appeal for individual assignments for writing
and reading is marked for both boys and girls.
The boys recorded a six per cent greater number desiring
individual assignment for construction work than the girls, although
this was still below the vote for group work.
The large per cent of boys, 59. 08^, who desired group work in talk-
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Chart /f4 illustrates the first choice for the method preferred,
expressed by the boys, and compared with the first choice for the
method preferred, as expressed by the girls*
The significant feature of this graph is that both girls and boys
expressed preference for individvml assignments in writing, and reading
with similar percentages? for reading activities, sixty percent and
fifty-ooven percent; for writing activities, forty-nine percent and
fifty-two percent.
The similarity in choice continues in both girls and boys
desiring to carry on constructing and excursions by the group method
with percentages of fifty-one percent (Girls) and fifty percent (Boys)
for constructing activity; and fifty-three percent (Girls) and
fifty-seven percent (Boys) for excursions*
The outstanding difference in first choice was recorded in the
talking activities. Here girls preferred the individual assignment,
with fifty-six percent of the girls selecting this method as first
choice. The boys, with a percentage of fifty-nine percent, selected
the group plan for talking assignments.
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The fifth chart illustrates, first, the strong appeal of the
individual assignment to sixth grade children} and, secondly, that
girls showed a stronger preference than the boys for individual
assignments in all activities except Constructing, where forty-one
percent of the boys favored individual work, in comparison with
thirty- four percent of the girls.
The reading activity was the activity in which the greatest
percentage of both boys and girls preferred the individual
assignment.
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individiial assignments, 56.50;^. Chart #4 will illustrate this
statistical fact.
In the tabulation of choices for two hundred forty pupils whose
I. Q, 's had been found by the Kuhlman Anderson Test given the previous
year, the scores were divided into quartiles for comparison.
The upper quartilfc preferred individual assignments in all
assignments except excursions.
Individual work for constructive activity was desired by those
in the upper quartile. This is the first time opinion has favored
individual procedure in this activity.
The range of intelligence quotient for this upper quartile was
from one hundred nineteen to one hundred thirty-two.
In the writing assignments the members of this group showed that
58.185^ preferred individualized assignments over the group plan which
Had 28,18^ selecting this method. Again class work registered the
lowest choice among the three methods.
The inter-quartile range whose I. Q.'s spanned from one hundred
two to one hundred nineteen, found the group assignment most appealing
which was the first time this assignment in writing has secured the
first place.
The lower quartile, ranging from eighty-nine to one hundred one,
agreed with the upper quartile that, again individual assignment was
most popular, A greater percent preferred this method of learning
to the group assignment or class plan.
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It may well be stated here that this group has never experienced
learning by this method, and it may sound appealing now. However,
failure in this type may change their opinion.









Chart #6 further illustrates these figures by graph form.
In the talking activities, the individual assignments were
preferred by the three quartiles as the first choice.
Again the lower quartile selected individual assignments with a
greater percent selecting this method than the inter-qtiartile range
expressed.
Upper 59.01 Inter 42.52 Lower 48.12
Group work was the second choice by each group and class procedure
the third in selection.
The choices of the inter-quartile range showed no sharp
differentiation with 42. 52^ for individual work, 37.40^ for group work,
and 23.08^ for whole class plan in these talking assignments.
In Chart #7 may be noted a significant preference by the upper
quartile for individual work, with its 59.0156 for the individual work,
and its 37.09^ rate for the group work, while only 3.956 selected class
plan.
The lower quartile displayed a similarity in choice, although their
third choice for class plan had fourteen percent as compared to the 3.9^
of the upper quartile.
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The first choices for the method preferred in Writing Activities
by the upper quartile inter-quart il© range, and lower quartile are
compared in this chart.
The upper and lower quartile desired writing activities by the
individual plan, while the inter-quartile preferred group work*
The class method was the lowest choice by the upper and
inter-quartile but the lower quartile selected the Class Plan as
second to the Individual Assignment.
It may be noted here that the lower quartile has not experienced
the individual assignment, as a method for Writing Activities. This
choice may have been changed, if the child had experienced failure
by this plan.
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This chart shows the first choices of ths Upper Quartile,
Intsr-quartile Range, and Lower Quart ile for the method preferred in
Talking Activities.
The Individual Assignment was the first choice of the three
quartiles. Class Method was the least favored of the methods by all
three quartiles with the Group Plan as the second choice.
The highest percentage of first choices for Individual Talking
Activities was expressed by the upper quartile, and the lowest
percentage for the class method was expressed by this upper group.
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The percentages for each group are listed for talking assignments.
Individual Group Glass
Upper 59.01 37.09 03.90
Inter-Quartile 42.52 37.40 37.88
Lower 48.12 23.08 14.00
In constructing activities, the upper quartile and the lower
quartile showed a preference for individual type of work. The inter-
’ quartile selected group work with individual assignment rating second.
Since most of the construction work undertaken in the elementary
.
school is done by a group plan, it is interesting to note that individual
constructing was preferred by the upper and lower qus^tiles.
The following are the statistics for the constructing activities:
Individual Group Class
Upper 44.54 31.81 23.68
Inter-Qiaartile 33.6 38.0 28.4
Lower 43 22 35
By Chart #8 it may be seen that the lower quartile selected as
first choice the individual assignment, and then selected class plan for
second choice in constructing work. This is the first time that the
class plan has figured as second in preference, with group work slipping
down to the third in preference.
Class plan figured higher in preference than at any other tabulation
when checked in construction work.
In learning experiences by the excursion activity, the group plan
was selected by all three quartiles as first choice.
The group plan was the second choice by the upper and inter-quartile
The lower quartile selected the whole class method as second choice,
but very close to the group plan as the third choice.
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CHART
This graph records the percentage of first choices for the
method preferred in Constructing Activities, as expressed by the
Upper Quart ile, Inter-Quartile Range, and the Lower Quartile.
The Individual Assignment was preferred by the Upper and Lower
Quartile, while the Inter-Quartile Range selected the Group Plan,
as first choice*
The percentages recorded for the three types of methods do not
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The percentage of twenty-eight per cent for class plan with twenty-
four per cent for individual assignment was very close on tabiilation.
This nearness of selection is evident also in the choice of
individual and class typo of assignment with the percentages for
individual assignment being 31.36^ and percentage for class plan at
28.18$.
Group plan of conducting trips was the first choice for all three
qioartiles.
The upper quartile had the lowest per cent registered, with 9.44$
selecting the class plan.
Chart #9 will illustrate the choices for excijrsion activities
by the quartiles.
The individual assignment for reading activities was the decided
choice by the upper quartile, with 72,81$ selecting this method for first
choice, while only 4.18$ declared the class plan to be the favored one.
The lower quartile registered fifty-four per cent of the first
choices for individual assignment which is 8.55$ higher per cent than
the interquartile expressed.
Again the upper quartile correlated higher to the choices of the
lower quartile than with the inter-quartile range.
The upper and lower quartile were more pronounced in their likes,
expressing higher percentage between second and first choice than did the
inter-quartile range.
In reading, the choice was the same by each class, with the first
choice as individual work; second choice, the group plan; and the third
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This chart illustrates the percentage of first choices, recorded
by the Upper Quart ile, Inter-Quartila, and the Lower Quartile on
Excursion Activities,
The outstanding feature of this chart is the selection of the
Group Plan as the first choice by all three quart iles, with the
Upper Quartile expressing the strongest preference for this method.
The Individual Assignment was the second choice of all groups,
with the Class Method as the third choice by all three quartiles.
The lowest percentage of choices for the Class Method was
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The highest percent for selections of individual work in reading
was seventy-four percent voted by the upper qiiartile, with second
highest of fifty-four percent recorded by the lower quartile, with
45.45^ for the inter-quartile group.
Again it may be stated that if the lower qiaartile had experienced
failure by this method, their opinions may have been recorded differently.
Chart #10 shows the high percent of choices for individiial work,
followed by the group work, with the decided dropping off to the class
plan as the least liked.
The comparison of individual assignment to class assignment is
illustrated by Chart #11 which shows the choices by the upper quartile
for these two methods on all five assignments.
The appeal of individual assignments for all groups, regardless of
intelligence has been apparent throughout the investigation.
This appeal is evident in the Chart #12 which records the percent
of votes for individual work presented on the five assignments to the
upper quartile group, inter-quartile and lower quartile.
The selections of the upper quartile are recorded in the Chart #13,
which will give proof of the appeal of the method of working singly by
the intelligent group, who can then precede at their own rate of speed.
Their selections were decidedly strong for individual work in all assign-
ments except excursions.
Chart #14 compares the first choices of each quartile for the
various assignments under investigation.
The reading activities were liked best to be taught by the individua
procedure by all groups of intelligence. The highest percentage for this
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CSMP.T #10
This chart eho«rs the first choices for the three methods in
Reading Assignments, as expressed by the Upper Quartile, the Inter-
Quartile Range, and the Lower Quart ile.
The Individual Assignment was preferred by the three quartiles
as first choice; the Group Method received the second highest
percentage; the Class Plan received the lowest percentage.
The Upper Quartile expressed the highest percentage of first
choices for the Individual Assignment and the lowest percentage for








This chart clearly shows the strong appeal of the Individual
Assignment for all five activities, based on the percentage of
opinions from the Upper Quartile.
The greatest difference in per cent of opinion is noted in the
Reading Assignments, with seventy-three per cent for Individual
Assignment, and four per cent for the Class Method.
For every activity there is a significant difference in the
selection of the Individual Assignment over the Class Plan, as
expressed by the Upper Quartile.
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The percentage of first choices for the Individual Assignment
as expressed by the Upper, Lower and Inter-Quartile Range for each of
the five activities is recorded on this chart.
The highest percentage expressed for the Individual Assignment
has been by the Upper Quartile, on every assignment.
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The choices of the Upper Quartile for the Individual Assignment
on all five activities have been compared in this chart. The
Reading Activities had the highest percentage of first choices for
the Individual Assignment.
The choices for the Class Method were then compared, with the
Talking Activities showing the highest percentage of first choices
for this method.
The choices of this Upper Quartile for Group Assignments for
the five activities were then compared.
It is clearly illustrated here that the Individual Assignment
was the preferred method, with the Group Plan as second choice, and
the Class Plan as the least favored in a panoramic view of the choices
of the Upper Quart lie.
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This chart takas each method under investigation and compares
the percentage of first choices for that method, as shown by each
quartile. The Individual Assignment, the Group Plan, and the
Class Method are all compared for each Activity.
The outstanding fact is that the Upper Quartile showed a stronger
preference for the Individual Assignment in all Activities. At the
same time, they registered the lowest percentage of first choices
on the Class Method in all Activities.
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work was recorded in reading by the upper quartile, recording 72. 81^ of
pupils selecting it as first choice.
In a sampling of sixty cases, from the suburban area, a comparison
was made with an iirban group, who had facilities for recreation, library
work, and museums.
In writing, talking, and reading, the two groups selected the
individual assignments as first choice.
The urban group, desired group activity for exploratory work of
excursions; while the suburban children, the only group thus recorded,
desired excursions individually.
In the construction assignments, both urban and suburban selected
the group method.
The urban pupils showed a stronger preference for the individual
assignment in talking activities than did the suburban pupils who voted
.for group work 38.58^ of the choices, in comparison with the 42.44^ for
the individual assignments.
The Chart #15 draws the comparison of these two groups.
The reading assignments again received the highest percentage of
the first choices for individual assignments, even though the two
environments of these groups are very different. The urban pupils
selected individual assignments 63,26% of the total choices with the
suburban having 53.15% of the number of choices cast for individual work.
The teachers ' check sheet proved to be an interesting report for
consideration. The check sheet from thirty-four teachers recorded the
methods which they generally used in teaching the five activities imder
investigation.
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CHART ,fl5
This chart illustrates the first choices of a saRpling group
of sixty pupils fro« an Urban area, compared with a group from the
Suburban Area, on the method preferred in five learning Activities.
There is a similarity in first choices, for Writing, Talking,
and Reading Activities in which the Individual Assignment was
preferred by both the Urban and Suburban Groups, and for Construction
Assignments in which both Urban and Suburban preferred tho Group
Method.
The unusual was found in the expression of the Urban pupils
for the Individual Assignment in Talking Activities, while the
Suburban Group selected the Group Plan for this activity.
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Writing and talking assignments were taught by thirty of the
teachers to the entire class, all working on the same material. Two of
the remaining four checked the group plan, while two expressed their
general method to be individual assignments.
The reading was taught by the group method according to twenty
teachers. Six teachers checked the method used as the whole class
working together on the same material. Eight teachers stated that both
group and individualized methods were utilized in their teaching.
The excursions were not checked by twenty-one teachers, while two
wrote in the explanation that trips were not in use in their schools.
Seven teachers stated that when trips were taken, the entire class went,
while four planned excursions for groups.
The constructing activities were filled in by twenty-four teachers,
with twenty of them stating that the group method was employed in this
activity.
These check lists proved that the individual assignment was the
least used by the teachers, and yet, was the procedure most popular to
the pupils.
Chart #16 gives a picture of the responses of the thirty-four
teachers who did return their check lists.
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This chart illustrataa the responses of thirty- four teachers
on the methods #hich they generally employed in the teaching of the
five activities in the Questiom^irs.
It is interesting to note that the Class Method has been most
commonly used as the procedure for teaching these five activities,
Writing, Talking, Excursions, Constructing, and Reading; yet, this
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The purpose of this iMvestigation was to determine the appeal of
the Individual, Group, or Class Method of teaching in various learning
situations. These situations involved five assignments; namely,
Writing, Talking, Constructing, Exploring and Reading Activities, a®
Judged by sixth grade pupils, by the Questionnaire Method.
The sixth grade pupils were grouped for Suburban and Urban Areas,
in a sampling of sixty pupils from the questioned group. For the
children who had T, Q.’s obtained the previous year, groups were made
by dividing them into quartiles for comparison. Boys were compared
with girls in their choices, also.
The appeal of the Individual Assignment for Reading Activities
was very significant.
It was also evident that Talking and VvYiting Assignments were
preferred by this method by the majority.
.
The Group Plan was similarly popular in the Activities of
Constructing and Excursion*
The evident dislike of the Class Method was shown in all
comparisons.
Therefore, it seems that although little used, the Individual
Assignment has a strong appeal; while the Class Method although widely
used, has little appeal to these sixth grade pupils.
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At the conclusion of the questionnaire, the analysis of the
data recorded the opinions for these three methode.
These conclusions were formulated, based on the preferences
expressed by the three hundred ninety sixth grade pupils.
(
CONCLUSIONS
The major purpose of the investigation was to determine the child’s
interest in the method used in teaching five assignment activities.
From the analysis of the data, may be presented these conclusions:
The data analyzed represents the opinions of the three hundred
ninety boys and girls in two school systems. (All children were in the
sixth grade.)
1. Writing assignments were most appealing, when everyone in the
class did an individual assignment, i.e., each child writing on a
different subject.
2. There was no conspicuous difference in the selections of boys
and girls for writing assignments. Both boys and girls selected
individual assignments as first choice; group work as second choice;
class plan as third choice.
3. Boys preferred group assignments in talking activities. Girls
selected individual assignments. It is interesting to note that in the
questionnaire, girls selected individual pantomines, and monologues,
to plays,
4. Boys were conspicuously different in selecting group work,
with fifty-nine percent voting for first choice to twenty-seven percent
voting for individual work for first choice for these talking activities,
5. Girls chose individual assignments by about the same percentage
registering fifty-seven percent of the opinions in favor of individual
work to thirty-one percent selecting group assignments for talking.
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6. The Upper and Lower quartiles, in a sampling, preferred
individi:ial assignments for talking activities,
7. The Urban and Suburban groups selected individual assignments
with the urban group stronger in their preference for the individualized
instructions.
8. For the activities involving construction, the group plan was
favored by both boys and girls, suburban and urban groups,
9. It is surprising to note the upper and lower quartile preferring
individual assignments, as tabulated through a sampling.
10. ExcTirsions were preferred to be conducted by the group plan by
boys and girls, expressing a similar percentage of fifty-one percent for
girls and fifty- seven percent for the boys.
11. The class plan received its greatest number of votes in the
excursion activities.
12. The suburban group was the only group expressing preference for
exploratory activities alone.
13. Reading activities were conspicuous in their very high
preference for individual assignments and the very low percentage of
choices for class work.
14. The upper and lower quartile were similar in their choices,
while the inter-quartile range expressed no significant preferences,
15. The teachers questioned expressed the fact that very little
individual work has been carried on in these schools.
However, individual assignments proved very popular.
In the case of the lower quartile *s preference for individual
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procedure may have influenced their selection. If they had experienced
failure in the procedure, it may not have been appealing to them at all,
16. The desire for company seems to have expressed itself in the
selection of group work as the favorite method of conducting excursions.
This was expressed by the three quartiles of intelligence, boys and
girls, and the urban group.
The suburban group was singtilar in its selection of the individual
procedure for excursions, preferring to go alone,
17. The urban group, with its abundance of educational opportuni-
ties, presented opinions similar to the suburban children.







SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

CHAPTER V
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
1. A different grade may be questioned. Since a child's person-
ality is in the process of development throughout his school years, his
age and grade may be factors influencing choice of procedure.
2. Several grades may be Investigated and compared,
3. Children who have experienced success or failure in these
assignments may be compared with children unfamiliar with the procedures
Tinder investigation,
4. A greater number of cases may be investigated, covering a
broader range of learning situations.
5. A follow up study may be made, tracing the children through a
period of three years, noting any change in opinion for type of pro-
cedure,
6. One assignment activity may be intensely investigated,
7. A questionnaire may be given before the school year gets under
way. Present learning activities by the three methods. Repeat
questionnaire at the end of the year to chart any change of opinion after
having experienced the methods,
8. Investigation on a greater number of pupils with mental ages
may be carried on, since only two hundred forty cases were investigated
in this study,
9. Select just reading assignments, since it is the one assignment
which is taught in most classrooms by group method. Present the
questionnaire for selection of best liked procedure. Compare with the
• f
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child's success in reading activities as recorded by a reliable reading
achievment test. Success experienced by a procedure may have a
























I In reading a story about '’Baseball, the National Sport,” would you
like beet to<
( ) 1 Have the class divided into groups, and each group select
one of these topics to write an article for the Sports
Page of the School News
a Names in Baseball News
b Why the U. S. 1. Loves Baseball
e Interesting Notes on Baseball
d Sand-lot Baseball
e Story of Baseball
( ) 2 Have each pupil write a story on "Baseball Today” for the
Sports Page of the School News
( ) 3 Have each pupil write an account of a different player in
Baseball for the Sports Page of the School News
II If your class had an Aviation Club, would you like best to:
( ) 1 Have the whole class discuss together "Air Travel,"
imaniging you are members of a ground school class in
the Air Corps
( ) 2 Have each pupil imagine he is a pilot of a different type
plane, and give a brief talk on "Air Travel in My Plane”
( ) 3 Have groups of pupils imagine they are air crews, and








Adventures of a Fighter Plane
The Super Fortress
Planes of Tomorrow
III While studying South America in your class, which would you like
best to do?
( ) 1 Have each pupil choose one part of South America, as
Amazon or Brazil, and be responsible for that part in
making an exhibit




e Cities of South America
d A. B. C. Countries
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( ) 3 Have the whole class take the eaete list of products and
bring in what they can
IV The Sixth Grade is studying the Sports of New England, and are
planning to attend the Sportsnan’s Show. Would you like best tot
( ) 1 Have the class divide into groups, idiich will visit the
exhibits. Each group will have two exhibits to study
carefully.
( ) 2 Have the whole class stay together to visit the exhibits
( ) 3 Have each person visit the exhibits, each child with a
different sport to investigate at the show
V In reading about homes to get ready for an exhibit, would you
like best to havet
( ) 1 Everyone in the class read the same material on "Homes**
( ) 2 Each pupil read a different story by himself on a different
kind of home
( ) 3 Groups of three or four pupils choose a type of **Home**,
which they may be interested in reading about, ast
a Colonial Home
b Caves as Homes
c Modern Homes
d Homes of Eskimos
e Indian Homes
VI If your class were doing a unit on **Minerals,'* including Copper,
Gold, Silver and Iron, would you want to have:
( ) 1 Everyone write a different story on a different mineral
to be used as a page in a Science Booklet
( ) 2 Each group in the class choose one of the above minerals
to write a chapter for the Science Booklet
( ) 3 The class write a story on the same topic, **Mineral’*, for
a Science Booklet
VII For History, the class is planning to study Colonial Life. Would
you like best to have:
( ) The class divide into troupe, so that each troup could
dramatize a Colonial scene such as:
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a Colonial Evening at Hoibo
b Colonial Sabbath
c Colonial Industries
d Visit of Indians
( ) 2 The entire class dramatiie "Life in the Colonies."
( ) 3 Each person dramatize an activity of a person living in
the Colonies
VIII If your class were studying about 7/ater Power, would you like
best to have:
( ) 1 Everyone building together one big model of a dam
( ) 2 Each person construct a miniature model of hie own of a
typical dam
( ) 3 Crroups in the class choose a dam, such as Boulder Dam or
Tennessee Valley, and work together to build a model
IX While the class is studying about Food in the various stores, as
Drug Store, Bakery, Department Store, Stop and Shop, Meat Market,
and Fruit Stand, which would you like best to do
( ) I Visit a store alone to find out the kinds of food and
their value
( ) 2 Have the class divided into groups and have each group
choose a store from the list above
( ) 3 Have the whole class visit the same store, all together
X For reading, would you like best to have
( ) 1 Groups of pupils read about different kinds of animals
a Jungle Animals c Domestic Animals
b Pre-historic Animals d Desert Animals
( ) 2 Have all the pupils read about the same animals
( ) 3 Have each pupil select a different animal to read about
VI The Junior Red Cross are writing to another Junior Red Cross member
whom he knows. Would you like best tot




( ) 2 Have each pupil write a letter of hie own to a different
child in Junior Red Croee.
( ) 3 Have groups of pupils write, each group selecting a child
who is a Red Cross Member to write to.
XII The children of this grade are going to tell the rest of the school
about their visit to the State House* Do you think it best tot
( ) 1 Have each pupil choose a different part of the trip to tell
about
•
( ) 2 Have groups of pupils and each group discuss a part of the
trip asi
a Our first visit
b Hall of Flags
c Governor's Office
d Paintings in the Building
e Important Offices
( ) 3 Have the whole class discuss, **Our Trip to the State House."
XIII If your class were planning to construct a chart on "Uses of Iron and
Steel" and wanted to show its uses in the home, in manufacturing, in
war, in recreating, and in farming, which way would you like best to
dot
( ) 1 Have the whole class work together, bringing in all the
samples of usee all the pupils find for one big class chart.
( } 2 Have each pupil in the class make a chart of his own, finding
as many uses as he can, so that each one will be different.
( ) 3 Have groups of workers with each group, choosing one of the
following usest
XIV The Nature Club has been studying Fhll flowers and foliage, and have
mapped out a bike to see these flowers and foliage. Would you like
best tot
( ) 1 Have the whole club take the walk together to see all the
flowers and foliage on the irtiole trip*
( ) 2 Have each child follow the course when he can, and each
have a different flower or tree to find on the trip.
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( ) 3 Piave the club go in groups like exploring parties.
Each party will have a certain part to look for asi
a Wild Flowers c Cultivated Flowers
b Weeds d Trees
e Bushes
XV Transportation on land, sea and air, is 'being studied, and the
class is going to read about it. Would you like best tot
( ) 1 Have everyone in the class select a different kind of
transportation, md read about the kind you selected.
( ) 2 Have the kinds of transportation listed, and have each




d Transportation of the Future
( ) 3 Have the class read together the same books on
Transportation.
XVI If your class were going to write a class book of funny stories to
cheer sick children, would you like best to:
( ) 1 Have the class divide into groups so that each group
could write a chapter on one of these topics.
a Funny things at Recess
b Funny stories at School
c P\inny People I know
d How to be Happy
( ) 2 Have each pupil write a different story on any subject
they may choose which will be fbnny.
( ) 3 Have the whole class write a story on ”My Funniest
Experience”.
XVII The class is planning to give a report to the Safety Officer on all
they have learned about the Safety Rules in the city. Would you
like best tot
( ) 1 Have the whole class act as a Committee for Safety, and
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Have each child talk on a different safety rule for th©
Officer, as, bicycles, dangers, autos, home, etc.
Have groups of four pupils, and have each group report
on a different set of rules, as :
a Rules for autos
b Rules for pedestrians
c Rules for bicycles
d City dangers
e Roller Skating rules
XVIII If your class were studying design, and were going to paint a
large mural, would you like best to:
( ) 1 Have each pupil do a different design of his own, and
place them together on a large mural.
( ) 2 Have the whole class work together on one large design,
to be painted as a mural.
( ) 3 Have the class divide into groups of painters, and each
group paint a part of the design for the mural.
XIX For our Health Study, the class is planning to investigate the
number of ways that our city contributes to the health of its
citizens* To do this, would you like best to:
( ) 1 Have the class divide into groups, and one group goes to
th© Board of Health to find a list of places for the
other groups to visit, such as,
a City Hospital d Market Place
b Dairy 5hrm • Sanitary Department
c Water Works f Visiting Nurses
( ) 2 The entire class visit together the City Board of Health
to find out how th© City protects th© health of its
citizens.
( ) 3 Prom the list of places which protect the city health,
have each pupil visit a different place in his neighbor-
hood, such as, the water works, sanitary department,
hospital, etc.
XX For a study of famous men in the war today in the Army, Navy,
Marines, and Air Corps, would you like best to:
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( ) 2 Have each child read a different story about a different
hero of the Armed Forces.
( ) 3 Have the class in groups, and each group read stories
about heroes in one of these groups.
The class is getting ready to write some advertising stories for
their play. Would you like best tot
( ) 1 Have each person write a different original paragraph
to advertise the play, choosing any part he wishes
to write about.
( ) 2 Have the class divided into groups, and have each group
write an advertising paragraph for a different part
of the play, as
a Acts c Climax
b Actors d Scenery
( ) 3 Have the entire class write the same paragraph together,
to advertise the play.
XXII For the exhibit which the class has set up, how would you like
to explain the exhibit to the visitors?
( ) 1 Have the class divide into groups, and each group take a
section of the exhibit to speak to the visitors about.
( ) 2 Have the class talk about the whole exhibit.
( ) 3 Have each pupil take one article of the exhibit to
talk about.
XXIII ^Vhile studying transportatioh, we are going to paint a display
of transportation. Would you like best to
( ) 1 Have everybody paint the same model to represent the
method of transportation.
( ) 2 Have each pupil select a different way of transporting,
and make his own painting of this method, as, car, truck,
freighter, tug, train, etc.
( ) 3 Make groups in the class, and have each group paint a
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XXIV Whil« reading about the different ways of communication of




Have each pupil go on an exploring trip to discover how
much he alone can learn about delivering and sending
messages in his city*
Have the class divide into groups, and each group go on
a trip to find out about delivering and sending messages





( ) 3 Have the whole class visit the same place chosen from a
list of places which deliver messages.
In reading about South America, would you like best to:
( ) 1 Have each group select a topic to read about, as;
a People of South America
b Travel in South America
c Sports in South America
d Products of South America
e Grovemment of South America
( ) 2 Have the whole class read the same story about
South America*
( ) 3 Have each pupil in the class read about a different
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I In raading a story about ’’Baseball, the National Sport,” would you
like best tot
( ) 1 Hava the class divided into groups, and each group select
one of these topics to write an article for the Sports
Page of the School News.
a Names in Baseball News
b ilhy the U. S. A. Loves Baseball
c Interesting Notes on Baseball
d Sand-lot Baseball
4 Story of Baseball
( ) 2 Have each pupil write a story on "Baseball Today" for the
Sports Page of the School News?
( ) 3 Have each pupil write an account of a different player in
Baseball for the Sports Pago of the School News
II If your class had an Aviation Club, would you like best tot
( ) 1 Have the whole class discuss together "Air Travel,"
imagining you are members of a ground school class in
the Air Corps
( ) 2 Have each pupil imagine he is a pilot of a different type ;
plane, and give a brief talk on "Air Travel in Uy Plane"
( ) 3 Have groups of pupils imagine they are air crews, and








Adventures of a Fighter Plane
The Super Fortress
Planes of Tomorrow
III While studying the products of South America in your class, which
would you like best to do?
( ) 1 Have each pupil choose one product from the class list,
as, Coffee, Rubber, Cacao, and be responsible for that
product in making an exhibit.
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Hava the whole class take the same list of products and
bring in what they can.
TV The Sixth Grade is studying the Sports of New England, and are
planning to attend the Sportsman's Show. Would you like best tos
( ) 1 Have the class divide into groups, which will visit the
exhibits. Each group will have two exhibits to study
carefully.
( ) 2 Have the whole class stay together to visit the exhibits.
( ) 3 Have each person visit the exhibits, each child with a
different sport to investigate at the show.
V In studying about "Types of Ships", would you like best to have:
( ) 1 Everyone in the class read the same material on "Ships".
( ) 2 Each pupil read a different story by himself on different
kinds of "Ships."
( ) 3 Groups of three or four pupils choose a type of "Ship"




d The Aircraft Carrier
e The Tramp Steamer
VI If your class were doing a unit on "Minerals," including Copper,
Gold, Silver and Iron, would you want to have:
( ) 1 Everyone write a different story on a different mineral
to be used as a page in a Science Booklet.
( ) 2 Each group in the class choose one of the above minerals
to write a chapter for the Science Booklet.
( ) 3 The class write a story on the same topic, "Mineral", for
a Science Booklet.
VII For History, the class is planning to study Colonial Life. Would
you like best to have:
( ) The class divide into troups, so that each troup could
dramatize a Colonial scene such as:
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a Colonial Evening at Home
b Colonial Sabbath
c Colonial Industries
d Visit of Indians
I
( ) 2 The entire class dramatize "Life in the Colonies."
( ) 3 ^ch person dramatize an activity of a person living in i
the Colonies.
VIII If your class were studying about Life in Egypt, would you like
best to have a sand table made by, >1
( ) 1 Everyone building together the same figures for the sand 1
table '
( ) 2 Each person construct a miniature model of his own of a <
different figure in Egypt
|
I
( ) 3 Groups in the class, choose a scene in Egyptian life and
build that scene.
IX While the class is stydying about Food in the various stores, as
Drug Store, Bakery, Department Store, Stop and Shop, Meat Market, I
and Fruit Stand, which would you like best to do '
( ) 1 Visit a store alone to find out the kinds of food and
their value.
i
( ) 2 Have the class divided into groups and have each group I
choose a store from the list above.
( ) 3 Have the whole class visit the same store, all together.
X For reading, would you like best to have
( ) 1 Groups of pupils read about different kinds of animals.
a Jungle Animals c Domestic Animals
j
b Pre-historic Animals d Desert Animals
( ) 2 Have all the pupils read about the same animals.
I
( ) 3 Have each pupil select a different animal to read about.
XI The Junior Red Cross are writing to other Junior Red Cross members
[
in other parts of the world. Would you like best toj i|
( } 1 Have the class write a letter to a member in a i
foreign land.
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Have each pupil write a letter to a different child in
foreign lands.
( ) 3 Have groups of pupils mrite, each group selecting a child
fronr. a different land.
XII The children of thie grade are going to toll the rest of the school
about their visit to the State House. Co you think it best toi
( ) 1 Have each pupil choose a different part of the trip to tell
about.
( ) 2 Have groups of pupils and each group discuss a part of the
trip ast
a Our first visit
b Hall of flags
c Governor’s Office
d I^intlngs in the Building
e Lnportart Offices
( ) 3 Have the whole class discuss, **Cur Trip to the State House***
XIII If your class were planning to construct a chart on “Uses of Iron
and Steel“ and wanted to show its uses in the hooae, in manufacturing
in war, in recreating, and in farming, which way would you like best
to dot
( ) 1 Have the whole class work together, bringing in all the
samples of uses all the pupils find for one big class
chart.
( ) 2 Have each pupil in the class make a chart of his own,
finding as many uses as he can, so that each one will be
different.
( ) 3 Have groups of workers with each group, choosing one of the
above topics to build a chart about.
XIV The Nature Club has been studying Phil flowers and foliage, and
have mapped out a hike to see these flowers and foliage. Would you
like best tot
( ) 1 Have the whole club take the walk together to see all the
flowers and foliage on the whole trip.
( ) 2 Have each child follow the course when he can, end each
have a different flower or tree to find on the trip.
I,‘v^
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( ) 3 Have the club go in groups like exploring parties.







XV Transportation on land, sea and air, is being studied, and the
class is going to read about it. Would you like best to:
( ) 1 Have everyone in the class select a different kind of
transportation, and read about the kind you selected.
( ) 2 Have the kinds of transportation listed, and have each




d Transportation of the Future
( ) 3 Have the class read together the same books on
Transportation
.
XVI If your class were going to write a class book of funny stories to
cheer sick children, would you like best tot
( ) 1 Have the class divide into groups so that each group
could write a chapter on one of these topics.
a Funny things at Recess
b Funny stories at School
c Funny People I Know
d How to be Happy
( ) 2 Have each pupil write a different story on any subject
they may choose which will be funny.
( ) 3 Have the whole class write a story on Funniest
Experience.'*
XVII The class is planning to give a report to the Safety Officer on all
they have learned about the Safety Rules in the city. Would you
like best to:
( ) 1 Have the whole class act as a Committee for Safety, and
talk with the Officer to tell him all the safety rules
learned.
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( ) 2 Have each child talk on a different safety rale for the
|
Officer, as, bicycles, dangers, autos, home, etc* I
ji
( ) 3 Have groups of four pupils'^ and have each group report |j
on a different set of rules, ast
||
a Rules for autos i
b Rules for pedestrians
c Rules for bicycles
!
d City dangers I
e Roller Skating rules
||
XVIII If your class were studying design, and were going to paint a
jj
large mural, would you like best to: i
!
( ) 1 Have each pupil do a different design of his own, and
|j
place them together on a large mural.
;
( ) 2 Have the whole class work together on one large design, ,
to be painted as a mural. .
( ) 3 Have the class divide into groups of painters, and each '
group paint a pert of the design for the mural. I
XIX For our Health Study, the class is planning to investigate the
number of ways that our city contributes to the health of its
citizens. To do this, would you like best to:
|
( ) 1 Have the class divide into groups, and one group goes to
the Board of Health to find a list of places for the
other groups to visit, such as,
j
I
a City Hospital d Market Place
b Dairy Farm e Sanitary Department ^
c Water Works f Visiting Nurses
( ) 2 The entire class visit together the City Board of Health ii




( ) 3 From the list of places which protect the city health,
have each pupil visit a different place in his neighbor- I
hood, such as, the water works, sanitary dept.,
|
hospital, etc.
XX For a study of feiaous men in the war today in the Army, Navy, I
Marines, and Air Corps, would you like best to:
I
( ) 1 Have the whole class read the seune material on **0. S. War j
Heroes Today'*.
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( ) 2 Have each child read a different etory about a different
hero of the Armed Forces.
( ) 3 Have the class in groups, and each group read stories
about heroes in one of these groups.
XXI The class is getting ready to write some advertising stories for
their play. Would you like best to:
( ) 1 Have each person write a different original paragraph
to advertise the play, choosing any part he wishes
to write about.
( ) 2 Have the class divided into groups, and have each group
write an advertising paragraph for a different part
of the play, as
a Acts c Climax
|
b Actors d Scenery
j
t
( ) 3 Have the entire class write the same paragraph together, i
to advertise the play.
XXII For the exhibit which the class has set up, how would you like
{j




( ) 1 Have the class divide into groups, and each group take a <|
section of the exhibit to speak to the visitors about. j'
( ) 2 Have the class talk about the whole exhibit.
( ) 3 Have each pupil take one article of the exhibit to i;
talk about.
i|
XXIII While studying transportation, we are going to paint a display i
of transportation. Would you like best to
i
;l
( ) 1 Have everybody paint the same model to represent the
method of transportation. i
( ) 2 Have each pupil select a different way of transporting, |
and make his own painting of this method, as, ear, truck,
|
freighter, tug, train, etc.
j|
( ) 3 Make groups in the class, and have each group paint a |




d Travel of the Future
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XXIV YiThile reading about the different ways of communication of meeeag©,
would you like beet to:
( ) 1
( ) 2
Have each pupil go on an exploring trip to discover how
much he alone can learn about delivering and sending
messages in his city.
Have the class divide into groups, and each group go on
a trip to find out about delivering and sending messages





( ) 3 Have the whole class visit the same place chosen from a
list of places which deliver messages.
XXV In reading about South America, would you like best to:
( ) 1 Have each group select a topic to read about, as:
a People of So. America
b Travel in So. America
c Sports in So. America
d Products of So. America
e Government of So. America
( ) 2 Have the whole class read the same story about
So. America.
( ) 3 Have each pupil in the class read about a different
person, place, or industry of South America.
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Me: •i ^v*?,-^»»itc-xjrir“ r*
TEACHER »S CHECK SHEET
Please check the method you generally use in teaching each one of
the following assignment activities.
Any remarks you would like to make with regard to the teaching of
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